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Abstract: Ionic electromechanically active polymers (IEAP) are laminar composites that 

can be considered attractive candidates for soft actuators. Their outstanding properties such 

as low operating voltage, easy miniaturization, and noiseless operation are, however, 

marred by issues related to the repeatability in the production and operation of these 

materials. Implementing closed-loop control for IEAP actuators is a viable option for 

overcoming these issues. Since IEAP laminates also behave as mechanoelectrical sensors, 

it is advantageous to combine the actuating and sensing functionalities of a single device to 

create a so-called self-sensing actuator. This review article systematizes the state of the art 

in producing self-sensing ionic polymer actuators. The IEAPs discussed in this paper are 

conducting (or conjugated) polymers actuators (CPA), ionic polymer-metal composite 

(IPMC), and carbonaceous polymer laminates. 

Keywords: artificial muscle; electroactive polymer; ion-conducting; soft; bending; micro 

actuator; conducting polymer; IPMC; nanocarbon; bucky-gel; carbide-derived carbon;  

smart material 

 

1. Introduction 

Since electromechanically active polymers (EAP) exhibit mechanical deformation when subjected 

to electric stimulus [1] they are considered advantageous for creating various types of actuators. More 
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specifically, ionic EAPs (IEAPs) are one of the main types of EAPs that can be used to create small 

and soft actuators that operate under very low voltage (typically 1–3 V). A common IEAP is a laminar 

structure that bends when voltage is applied to it in a cantilever configuration (Figure 1) [1–7], though 

many other motion patterns (e.g., linear [8], twisting [9], and spiral [10]) are attainable. 

 

Figure 1. Bending ionic electromechanically active polymer (IEAP) actuator. 

Analogously to the well-known bimetals, the bending of IEAPs is a result of the difference of  

small-scale strains generated within the individual layers of the laminar structure [11]. In a cantilever 

configuration, these relatively small longitudinal strains translate into a fairly large-scale bending 

(Figure 1). Even though different IEAPs exhibit visually similar responses, the specific mechanisms 

for generating the strains are often different and depend on the composition of these materials [1–7]. 

At a general level, it can be stated that the longitudinal strain difference is a result of volumetric 

changes of select layers due to electrically-induced migration of mobile ions within the soft laminar 

structure [1–7]. 

IEAPs stand out as strong candidates for actuators in a wide ranges of applications including but not 

limited to biomimetic robotics [12–16], varifocal optics [17–19], haptic displays [20,21], space 

technology [22,23], microfluidic systems [24–26], and biology-on-chip devices [27]. The large number 

of possible application areas can be attributed to the unique properties of these actuators, such as 

softness, silent operation, fairly simple structure that allows easy miniaturization, adjustable actuation 

trajectories, ability to function in liquid environments, and optionally metal-free composition, to name 

a few. Furthermore, a number of these materials are also known to function as sensors for detecting 

motion [28–30], curvature [31,32], humidity [33,34], or other ambient parameters [35]. 

On the downside, the electromechanical response of IEAPs is also known to be dependent on 

ambient parameters such as humidity and temperature [34,36]. Issues of repeatability can emerge due 

to viscoelastic creep that depends both on the temperature of the environment as well as the heating 

induced by the actuator’s driving signal [37–40]. The performance of IEAP actuators has been reported 

to change both because of repeated work-cycles as well as the spontaneous deterioration [23,41]. 

Furthermore, several types of IEAPs suffer from so-called back-relaxation: a process where after initial 

bending, the actuator moves towards its starting position even though a constant voltage is applied [42–45]. 

Therefore, a closed-loop control (i.e., exact positioning using a feedback signal) of an IEAP device  

is required. 
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However, say a soft actuator is downscaled for micro applications or placed in liquid environments, 

the feedback sensor must operate under similar conditions. Since typically video cameras or laser 

distance meters are used for acquiring feedback signal, the use of external sensors can limit the 

applicability of IEAP actuators. One solution would be to combine the IEAP’s own ability to sense 

motion and/or curvature with their actuation property, thus creating a so-called self-sensing actuator. 

This review article systematizes the advancements towards fully self-sensing ionic polymer devices, 

i.e., the research related to utilizing simultaneously the actuating and sensing properties of IEAP 

materials. The next section introduces the general approaches for designing self-sensing polymer 

actuators and, thus, specifies the scope of this review article. Sections 3–5 describe the self-sensing 

actuator systems implementing the main three IEAP types: conducting polymer actuators (CPA) [2,3], 

ionic-polymer metal composites (IPMC) [4], and carbonaceous polymer laminates [5–7]. Section 6 

provides a brief overview of alternatives to the self-sensing approach. 

2. Self-Sensing Actuator 

In the classical control theory, a closed-loop controller refers to a setup where a certain target output 

(e.g., displacement or torque) of a dynamic system (e.g., electromechanical actuator) is achieved by 

feeding the present output of the system back to modify its input (Figure 2a). While a conventional 

closed-loop control of an actuator utilizes an external sensor to directly measure the system output 

(Figure 2b), a so-called self-sensing system estimates the output from the actuator itself. Thus, a  

self-sensing actuator exploits its actuation and sensory functionality simultaneously. Figure 2c depicts 

an example of self-sensing piezoelectric system that uses the electric charge to implicitly estimate the 

displacement δ of an actuator. 

 

Figure 2. (a) Description of a closed-loop control system; (b) conventional sensor-based 

systems for estimating displacement δ of an actuator; (c) example of self-sensing 

estimation of displacement δ based on the charge Q of a piezoelectric actuator (subplot (c) 

adapted and redrawn from [46]). 
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A significant milestone for smart material actuators was established in 1992 when Dosch et al. 

introduced a self-sensing piezoelectric actuator that used specially designed electronic circuits for 

estimating the position and velocity from electric charge [47]. The validity of this self-sensing system 

was demonstrated in a closed-loop configuration that actively suppressed the vibration in a cantilever 

beam [47]. Ever since there has been a steady drive to improve self-sensing piezoelectric systems [46,48] 

and to implement self-sensing for other types of smart actuators including electroactive polymers [49–51], 

shape-memory alloys [52], and magnetostrictive materials [53]. 

In the case of ionic polymer materials, the basis for the self-sensing signal is typically a particular 

electrical parameter that has been shown to correlate with the mechanical behavior (e.g., amplitude or 

rate of bending) of the actuator. This electrical parameter can be, for example, the current generated 

between the electrodes of an IEAP due to external manipulation [28–30] or the deformation-dependent 

impedance (including capacitance and resistance) [31,32] of the multilayer IEAP or its parts. After 

accurately locating and describing such mechanoelectrical correlation, curvature or force of the IEAP 

actuator can be estimated by measuring this electrical parameter, thus yielding a feedback signal for 

the closed-loop control. The term self-sensing has, however, no strict definition and thus multiple 

interpretations exist. In the current review, self-sensing refers to a system where the same piece of 

material is simultaneously used for actuation and sensing. 

 

Figure 3. Self-sensing IEAP systems based on deformation-dependent internal parameters. 

Due to the high level of integration in self-sensing actuator systems, the extraction of viable 

feedback signal requires a complex mathematical modelling and electronic signal processing unit [54]. 

To this day, decoupling sensing and actuating operations remain as the biggest challenge, especially 

for the self-sensing ionic polymer actuators reviewed herein. The wide range of methods used to 

measure and extract relevant sensing signal in self-sensing electroactive polymer actuator systems can 

be categorized into three general approaches as follows. 

(1) Using external circuit to detect relevant sensing data from the input voltage/current (Figure 3a) 

(see e.g., [51,55,56]). 

(2) Direct measurements by attaching additional leads to the actuator (Figure 3b) (see e.g., [57,58]). 
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(3) Actuator is driven with a special signal that has been modified for sensing purposes (this method 

is typically combined with the previous two methods (see e.g., [49,59,60]). 

Another approach for creating a self-sensing system is to divide the EAP actuator into electrically 

insulated but physically intact sections (i.e., patterning the electrode layers) so that one section is used 

only as sensor while the other is responsible for actuating the whole structure (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4. Self-sensing IEAP systems with patterned electrodes. 

There are several smart systems which consist of an IEAP actuator mechanically coupled with a 

separate piece of sensor material to provide the feedback signal. Examples of such configurations 

include IPMC actuators linked side-by-side with IPMC sensors [61–63] and IPMC actuators stacked 

with other IPMCs [64], piezoelectric sensors [65,66] or resistive strain gages [67]. From the 

perspective of potential applications, such mechanically well-coupled systems provide similar 

functionality to self-sensing and, hence, they are—although not considered in the scope of this review 

article—briefly outlined in Section 6. 

3. Conducting Polymer Actuators 

3.1. Conducting Polymer Actuator and Sensor 

Bending conducting polymer actuators are usually bi- or trilayer structures that are composed of a 

single electromechanically inert layer coated by a conducting polymer (e.g., polypyrrole or PEDOT) 

electrode on one or both sides. The strain difference responsible for bending is generated by reversible 

electrochemical reactions within the conducting polymer layer. When the conducting polymer electrode 

layer is oxidized or reduced, mobile ions enter or exit this layer causing volumetric change [2,3]. For 

operation, the CPA is either placed in an electrolyte solution or contains electrolyte (such as ionic 

liquid). Dissimilarly to other ionic polymer actuators of this article, CPAs are considered faradaic 

devices as their working mechanism is based on electrochemical redox reactions [3]. 

Trilayer CPAs can also be utilized as mechanoelectrical transducers that generate electrical signal 

between the electrodes when the laminate is subjected to external bending deformation [30]. The 

phenomenon is explained by the flux of mobile ions due to externally caused stresses within the 
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polymer [30,68,69]. Since the flow of ions subsides under a steady state, the CPA sensor cannot be 

used to detect absolute deformation. 

3.2. Self-Sensing CPA 

Instead of implementing the previously described sensing functionality, the leading self-sensing 

CPA systems make use of their faradaic nature. Namely, a full concept of self-awareness has been 

developed based on what Otero et al. refer to as the reformulated Le Chatelier principle: “any chemical 

or physical perturbation of the chemical reaction rate driving the device actuation shifts the reaction 

energy to fit the new imposed energetic requirements” [56]. In other words, when a CPA is driven with 

a constant current (i.e., at a constant electrochemical reaction rate), the potential compensates any 

physical or chemical perturbations, thereby acting as a sensor signal able to detect the rate of 

movement [70], trailing weight [71,72], temperature [73] and electrolyte concentration [35]. A 

comprehensive review on the physical and chemical awareness of conducting polymer actuators has 

been recently published by Otero et al. [56]. 

In order to realize the closed-loop position control of a CPA, a self-sensing design exploiting the 

motion-induced signal generated between the electrodes of the trilayer structure has also been 

proposed [74]. This self-sensing system would adopt the patterned electrode design depicted in Figure 4a 

where the sensor and actuator parts are electrically insulated but physically linked by the inert polymer 

backbone. A theoretical concept for such a self-sensing CPA system is provided in [74]. 

4. Ionic Polymer-Metal Composite Actuators 

4.1. IPMC as Actuator and Sensor 

Ionic polymer-metal composite is a type of IEAP where an ionic membrane (e.g., Nafion) is plated 

by thin noble metal (e.g., platinum or gold) electrodes, thus forming a soft capacitor-like trilayer 

structure [1,4]. To balance the electric charge of the ionic polymer membrane, the IPMC contains 

mobile ions. Until the emergence of room temperature ionic liquids as the electrolytes for the so-called 

dry actuators, IPMCs were mainly operated in deionized water. When a voltage is applied to the metal 

electrodes of an IPMC, it causes directional motion of mobile cations together with water molecules. 

The excess of cations and water near the negatively charged electrode causes swelling which results in 

bending toward the positive electrode. It is a general understanding that the magnitude of bending 

deformation is strongly related to the charge accumulated by the electrical double-layers emerging at 

the boundary of metal electrodes [75,76]. 

IPMCs can also be used as sensors detecting motion and deformation. When externally 

manipulated, a small (in the order of few millivolts) amplitude electrical signal is generated between 

the electrodes of IPMC. Competing theories attribute this phenomenon to a mechanically-induced 

ionic motion and thus, at a steady deformation state the electrical signal dissipates [28,77,78]. While 

such a direct transduction from mechanical to electrical energy is advantageous for vibration detection 

and energy harvesting, it is impractical for position sensing, especially for systems where actuator 

remains bent for a longer period of time. On the other hand, the electrode resistances of an IPMC 

depend on its curvature so that the resistance of convex electrode increases while that of a concave 
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electrode decreases (Figures 5 and 6a) [31]. As seen in Figure 5, the change in resistance is asymmetric 

exhibiting larger variation in the case of electrode expansion (convex side) than that of electrode 

compression (concave side). Even though active input is required for measuring the resistance of the 

electrode, the sensing signal is easily detectable and can be used to estimate actuator position in a steady 

state [31,57]. 

 

Figure 5. Example of the relation between the curvature and the electrode resistance of an 

IPMC with platinum electrodes. 

4.2. Self-Sensing IPMC 

In order to create self-sensing IPMC, it is necessary to measure at least one of the sensing signals 

during the work-cycle of the actuator, i.e., while driving voltage is applied. Since the amplitude of 

sensing signal generated between the electrodes is very small in comparison to the actuation voltage, 

the electrical noise or cross-talk becomes a critical issue. Estimating the position of the actuator from 

electrode resistance will allow more prominent sensing effect but it poses the challenge of measuring 

the resistance of an electrically active system. 

Punning et al. proposed regarding IPMC as a transmission line with an equivalent circuit containing 

curvature-dependent resistors (Figure 6a) [57]. By attaching additional wiring to the moving tip of the 

actuator, it is possible to directly measure the voltage drop along each electrode of the IPMC [31,57]. 

Although these voltage drops contain information about the alteration of resistance, they are dominated 

by the charging of the IPMC transmission line. In order to separate the component describing only the 

alteration of resistance, half of the IPMC sheet was mechanically fixed between rigid plates (Figure 6b). 

When the driving voltage is applied in the middle section of such an IPMC system, the deformation 

dependent resistors of the fixed half remain constant and thus the signals (UF1 and UF2 in Figure 6b) act 

as references for the moving part (UM1 and UM2 in Figure 6b) with varying electrode resistances. Even 

though by referencing UM to UF the self-sensing actuator can distinguish between several externally 

imposed deformations and completely unobstructed bending [57] (Figure 7), the differential sensing 

signal is still distorted by some noise. The source of this noise may be the inhomogeneity of the 

material (i.e., fixed and moving halves are not identical) or the dynamic behavior of other components 

in the transmission line model of the IPMC. 
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Figure 6. (a) Equivalent circuit of IPMC undergoing bending. (b) Equivalent circuit of 

self-sensing IPMC actuator proposed by Punning et al. [57]. 

  

Figure 7. (a) Difference of voltage drops when the self-sensing actuator is bending to the 

left by input voltage. (b) The driving voltage of the self-sensing actuator causes bending to 

the left, but the actuator is obstructed by an external force. U denotes the driving signal and 

UF1, UF2, UM1, UM2 are explained in Figure 6b. Reprinted from [57], Copyright 2007, with 

permission from Elsevier. 

In order to specifically measure the alteration of resistance with the voltage drops UM and UF, Fang 

et al. added a small amplitude high-frequency (1 kHz) sinusoidal signal to the driving voltage of the  

self-sensing actuator depicted in Figure 6b [60]. Examples of such composite driving signals are 

illustrated in Figure 8. The frequency of the added signal is chosen well outside the electromechanical 

bandwidth of the IPMC actuator. With an appropriate high-pass filter the high-frequency component of 

the differential signal UM–UF can be separated and its amplitude is proportional to the actuator’s 
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bending deformation [60]. While noise-related issues were not completely overcome, a proof-of-concept 

for an active guide-wire system with a self-sensing IPMC was demonstrated [60]. 

 

Figure 8. Composite input voltages where a high-frequency component for sensing the 

resistance is added to the low-frequency driving signal. 

A nonlinear black-box model using a theory of neural networks [58,79,80] and a physics-based 

model adopting an electrical equivalent circuit with dynamic components [81,82] have been developed 

to estimate the bending deflection from the combination of voltages measured at the fixed and moving 

parts in Figure 6b. A closed-loop control of the IPMC actuator was realized by using the estimated 

self-sensing signal together with quantitative feedback theory (QFT) [82]. Although relatively good 

estimation of the tip displacement of a freely bending part is attained, it is unclear whether the 

modeling in [58,79–82] is also capable of detecting external obstructions and back-relaxation. 

The hereinabove described studies indicate that as long as the dynamics of IPMC are not fully 

understood, it is an ongoing challenge to create a robust self-sensing system based on measuring 

electrode signals of the actuator. On the other hand, it is possible to pattern the electrodes of a single 

piece of IPMC in a way that different sections are created for actuator and sensor (Figure 4). When 

sufficient insulation is obtained, the actuator and sensor parts can be regarded as two electrically 

independent devices that have very good mechanical coupling due to the shared polymer backbone. 

Since patterning is also implemented for creating multi-degree-of-freedom actuators, a number of 

methods for segmenting IPMC electrodes have been developed, see e.g., [9,83–85]. Many of the 

patterning methods, such as machining, laser ablation, and inkjet printing are scalable to mass 

production and may be considered technologically less complex in comparison to integrating a 

separate sensor with an ionic actuator (as discussed in Section 6). 

Patterning actuator and sensor electrodes in parallel (Figure 4a) is advantageous for using the IPMC 

sensor in the generative mode, i.e., the electric signal is measured between the opposite electrodes of 

the sensing element [86–89]. However, the adjacent electrode segments exhibit both capacitive and 

resistive coupling [87,88], causing significant cross-talk from actuator segment to sensor. Nakadoi  

et al. estimated that merely 0.3% of the amplitude of the signal acquired from the adjacent sensor 

represents the information about bending deformation [87]. Nevertheless, the level of noise reduces 

with every additional electrode created between the actuating and sensing segments [88]. 

Even though the sensor segment depicted in Figure 4a can also be used for sensing deformation via 

the variation of electrode resistance, it is more practical to place the sensor segment around the 

actuator as depicted in Figure 4b [90]. Such configuration allows the measurement of resistance 

without any additional wiring to the moving tip and as the length of sensing electrode is more than 
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doubled, sensitivity is enhanced. In order to overcome the issues of cross-talk, the following two 

methods can be implemented concurrently or individually [90,91]. 

(1) Creating of a shielding electrode between the sensor and actuator (Figure 9a) which is 

connected to the system ground. 

(2) Connecting the opposite sensor electrodes in a bridge configuration and, thus, cancelling out the 

common mode noise in the sensing signal (Figure 9c). 

 

Figure 9. (a) Self-sensing IPMC with patterned electrodes and methods for acquiring 

sensing signal by using (b) voltage divider or (c) bridge circuits. A’ and B’ denote the 

sensing electrode on the opposite side that is not visible in subplot (a). 

The self-sensing IPMC system with coincident patterning (depicted in Figure 9a) on both electrode 

layers manages to overcome several of the technical issues plaguing its predecessors. The cross-talk 

from actuator to sensor can be successfully suppressed by the two previously listed methods [90]. 

Moreover, as the electrode resistance depends on the mechanical deformation, this system can be  

used to detect the constant position over extended time, external obstructions, and possibly  

back-relaxation [85,90,91]. The sensing electrodes can be modeled as strain gages to estimate bending 

deformation from the change of resistance [85]. 

Similarly to piezoelectric actuators, the accumulated charge may be used to estimate displacement 

of self-sensing IPMC actuators [55]. However, the charging curve depends heavily on ambient 

conditions such as humidity [55,92] and it is negligibly influenced by the actual deformation of IPMC 

(e.g., external obstruction or back-relaxation may not be explicitly recognized). Therefore, this 

approach can only be implemented in a fixed electromechanical bandwidth and controlled environment 

where the function for displacement δ = f (Q) is invertible so that charge Q = f−1 (δ). When the 

previous criteria are met, closed-loop control of a self-sensing IPMC is obtained by measuring and 

integrating the current flowing through the actuator [55]. Furthermore, Ko et al. showed that the 

charge can be measured directly from the electrodes of IPMC when a pulse-width-modulated (PWM) 

signal is used to drive the actuator in a free run mode, i.e., during the low state of the PWM signal the 

IPMC is disconnected completely from the power supply or connected to a high impedance source 
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(Figure 10) [93]. The latter setup is advantageous due to its straightforward design as there exists a 

wide range of commercially available microchips to generate suitable PWM signals. 

 

Figure 10. Self-sensing IPMC proposed by Ko et al. [93]. 

5. Carbonaceous Polymer Actuators 

5.1. Carbonaceous Polymer Composites as Actuators and Sensors 

Ionic polymer actuators with electrode layers that contain some particular allotrope of carbon (e.g., 

nanotubes, graphene, and carbide-derived carbon) are the newest of the three main categories of  

IEAPs [5–7]. Due to the wide selection of carbons used for creating the electrodes of these actuators, 

no uniform naming convention has been agreed upon. Nevertheless, the general structure of these 

materials is similar to trilayer IPMCs and CPAs with the exception that the conductivity of electrode 

layers comes from carbon particles [5–7]. In order to obtain soft and uniform electrode films these 

carbon particles may be mixed together with suitable ionic liquid and polymer [6]. 

The detailed working mechanism of carbonaceous polymer actuator is a subject of ongoing dispute 

and may actually vary depending on the exact composition of electrodes [5]. However, the use of 

porous carbons is related to their high specific area that accommodates the formation of large  

electric-double layers and, thus, the bending is attributed to the ion-transport-induced volumetric 

difference of opposite electrodes [5–7]. 

The amount of research about the sensing functionality of carbonaceous polymer laminates is rather 

modest but, so far, all the familiar sensing phenomena—generating signal in response to externally-induced 

motion [29,94,95] and curvature-dependent alteration of electrode resistance [32,96]—have been 

reported for at least actuators incorporating carbon nanotubes or carbide-derived carbon in  

their electrodes. 

5.2. Self-Sensing Carbonaceous Polymer Actuator 

As the majority of carbonaceous polymer actuators are considered non-faradaic devices, the 

research involving their possible self-sensing properties is largely inspired by the concepts 

implemented for IPMCs. By measuring voltage drops along the bending carbide-derived-carbon-based 

actuator, it is possible to detect collision with external obstruction (Figure 11) [32]. Similarly to 

IPMCs, it has been observed that such a system is able to distinguish between free and obstructed 
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bending [32,97] but transient position estimation is challenging until the working mechanisms of the 

actuator are fully understood. 

 

Figure 11. (a) Measurement setup for acquiring voltage drops during the work-cycle of a 

carbide-derived-carbon-based actuator; (b) voltage drops along the electrodes of this 

actuator, free movement of the actuator was obstructed at the 14th second of the 

experiment. Figure is adapted from [32]. 

Tanaka et al. produced a self-sensing system by patterning the electrode layers of a bucky-gel 

actuator so that the actuator and sensor are placed in parallel (see Figure 4a) [96]. By using the sensor 

part of the system in the generative mode, the cross-talk signal was compensated by modeling it as a 

linear time-invariant system. The obtained self-sensing data was successfully utilized as a feedback 

signal for self-excited actuation of the whole device. Furthermore, sensing based on the electrode 

resistance was also experimentally studied for the same system that consists of an actuator and sensor 

side-by-side. After testing three different bridge configurations, it was concluded that the differential 

measurement scheme depicted in Figure 9c yields the best results for both position sensing and  

noise suppression. 

For an IEAP containing carbide-derived carbon, the electrodes were patterned in accordance to the 

design where sensor is positioned around the actuator segment and shielded by intermediate  

electrode [98] (see also Figure 9a). The sensing electrode worked well for detecting externally induced 

deformations but as the passive segments constituted roughly 75% of the whole system, the overall 

actuation remained relatively small [98]. 

Analogously to IPMC systems, Tamagawa et al. showed that the closed-loop control of a  

Nafion-based IEAP with electrodes containing multi-walled carbon nanotubes is possible under 

conditions where charge unequivocally determines the bending curvature of such an actuator [99]. 

However, the issues and limitations related to this type of self-sensing system are similar to those 

raised in Section 4. 

6. Alternatives to Self-Sensing: Mechanically Coupled Integrated Sensing 

As noted in Section 2, there are many mechanically well-integrated systems that incorporate ionic 

polymer materials and offer similar functionality to self-sensing actuators. This section aims to 
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highlight some key concepts in obtaining compact systems that utilize or could potentially utilize 

closed-loop control of an ionic polymer actuator. The following is by no means an exhaustive 

reference of such studies, rather it gives additional insight to the previously described self-sensing 

systems as somewhat similar designs and corresponding issues are discussed. Figure 12 depicts the 

diversity of integrated actuator-sensor systems using ionic polymer actuators. 

 

Figure 12. Mechanically coupled integrated sensing for ionic polymer actuators.  

(a) Actuator and sensor placed in parallel while linked by a non-conductive rigid clamp. 

(b) Multilayer ionic stacked actuator-sensor systems. (c) IPMC actuator stacked with 

PVDF that acts as a piezoelectric sensor. (d) Strain gage attached to a bending ionic 

actuator. (e) Sensor system for detecting softness of a colliding object. 

Firstly, there are many studies where actuator and sensor of the same ionic polymer transducer are 

placed in parallel and linked rigidly to ensure that sensor bends together with the actuator  

(Figure 12a) [61–63,100]. In this setup, the sensor is used in the mode where electrical signal is 

generated between its electrodes due to the motion of actuator. Closed-loop control of the system using 

two separate pieces of IPMCs has been implemented with very good accuracy [62,63]. 

Akle et al. proposed to stack multiple IPMCs on top of each other. Individual IPMC layers are 

isolated by separate non-conductive films and can thus be electrically connected in parallel or  

series [64,101]. Moreover, the role of individual IPMCs can be altered based on the requirements of 

the intended application. Figure 12b depicts a configuration where one IPMC layer behaves as sensor 

and other as actuator. By varying the number of layers and the ratio of sensors and actuators in the 

stack (Figure 12b), it is possible to adjust the force and displacement or the sensitivity of the whole 

device. Since IPMC sensing signal is several orders of magnitude lower than that of a piezoelectric 

sensor, Chen et al. proposed to stack IPMC actuator with a PVDF sensor (Figure 12c) [65,66]. Both of 
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these systems (Figure 12b,c) suffer from the cross-talk between the actuator and sensor layers and 

exhibit reduced actuation performance due to passive sensing and insulating layers. 

Strain gages are widely used to detect accurate small-scale motion and thus there are many 

commercially available solutions that already come in lightweight and well-insulated configurations. 

Research about bonding a small strain gage to the surface of ionic polymer actuator (Figure 12d) 

shows promising results for estimating bending strain [102,103] and realizing closed-loop control [67]. 

An interesting integrated actuator-sensor system where an actively oscillating actuator dislocates an 

ionic sensor as depicted in Figure 12e has also been proposed [104]. Such system can be used for 

tactile probe as the amplitude of sensing signal varies depending on the presence and softness of 

external body. By detecting the shift in mechanical resonance frequency it is possible to use this 

system for identifying changes in ambient conditions. 

7. Discussion and Conclusions 

In this review article, advancements in creating self-sensing ionic polymer actuators have been 

presented. The term self-sensing refers to a system where a same piece of IEAP material is acting 

simultaneously as actuator and sensor so that the sensing signal can be utilized for closed-loop control 

of the device. The motivation for creating self-sensing IEAP devices is to achieve their closed-loop 

control in a highly compact way, whilst not limiting the applicability of soft ionic polymer actuators. 

As the research regarding the development and understanding of IEAP is still an ongoing effort, 

designing a self-sensing IEAP requires a combination of interdisciplinary skills, e.g., understanding of 

chemical and physical modelling in addition to very good knowledge of control theory. 

While recent developments concerning fully self-sensing IEAP actuators show some very promising 

results, several challenges still lie ahead. For instance, although a comprehensive theory of  

self-awareness based on the electrochemical nature of conducting polymer actuators has been devised 

and experimentally validated [56], it has not yet been successfully implemented for controlling these 

actuators. Recently, a closed-loop control of self-sensing IPMC which uses the voltage drops along the 

bending electrodes as the feedback signal has been demonstrated [82]. However, the limitations of this 

approach need to be studied further as several issues related to decoupling the sensing information 

from driving signals persist. Initial results for achieving closed-loop control of a self-sensing 

carbonaceous polymer actuator have also been obtained. A so-called self-driven actuation, which takes 

only the direction of motion as input, has been realized for a self-sensing bucky-gel actuator with 

patterned electrodes [96]. 

Despite there already being many scientific papers where a satisfactory closed-loop control of IEAP 

actuator is obtained by using external sensors (e.g., [105–107]), the amount of studies achieving it in a 

self-sensing system is relatively low. This is likely because many of the proposed self-sensing IEAP 

systems still suffer from issues related to noise or these issues have been resolved quite recently. 

Moreover, one has to consider that the research dedicated to self-sensing IEAPs is relatively young as 

majority of papers published on the topic are from the past 10 years. However, given that methods 

such as the patterning of IEAP electrodes provide a good quality feedback signal, development of 

completely self-sensing closed-loop control seems to be the only logical next step. Since pattering the 

electrode layers yields a single-piece IEAP device that is analogous to the mechanically coupled 
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systems (Section 6), adoption of similar control methods (e.g., [62,63,67]) can be considered  

very promising. 
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